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An increasing number of institutional investors are choosing to invest in crypto basket

exchange-traded products (ETPs) instead of selecting a single crypto exposure (e.g., a

Bitcoin ETP, an Ethereum ETP, etc.) for their portfolios. This is a sensible approach

for investors who want to be exposed to the new asset class but do not have strong views

about which cryptocurrencies may be the most successful over time.

 

When selecting crypto basket ETPs for their portfolios, institutional investors need to

know how they operate. Specifically, they need to understand why certain crypto assets

are added to / removed from the crypto basket ETPs, how rebalances work, what risks they

expose investors to, and the cost of implementing rebalances.

 

Active risk screenActive risk screen

 

WisdomTree’s crypto basket ETPs are overseen by the Crypto Index Committee, whose

members span many aspects of the business, including digital assets, product

development, and research. This Committee applies eligibility criteria and an active

risk screen to ensure that unnecessary operational, compliance or regulatory risks are

mitigated for the end clients.

 

For inclusion, crypto assets must, at a minimum:

be based on permissionless (i.e., public) blockchains

have a liquid market, a reliable reference price, and a free-float supply

be under active development but established (by having sufficient trading history,

volume and satisfying market capitalisation requirements)

 

The Crypto Index Committee reviews crypto basket ETPs regularly to monitor potential

risks. By way of example, coins could be excluded if:

they are under regulatory investigation

have any outstanding know your customer (KYC) or anti-money laundering (AML) issues

present no clear use case (e.g., meme coins)

are pegged to the value of another asset

 

By way of a concrete example, WisdomTree has never included FTX or LUNA in our crypto

basket ETPs and has never been affiliated with or exposed to either organisation

regarding FTT or LUNA.
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Rebalance processRebalance process

 

Rebalances, in general, are hard in the crypto space. There are risks associated with

them that apply to all issuers. To be best in class, we take the following approach when

implementing quarterly crypto basket rebalances:

on T-1, the rebalance amount is calculated, and a sufficient portion of crypto

basket ETP’s assets are moved from cold storage wallets to trading wallets

on T (i.e., rebalance day), the rebalance amount is confirmed, and the relevant

positions are traded. Once rebalance trade positions are closed, the assets are

transferred back to the cold storage wallets

 

WisdomTree’s rebalance process ensures that only the minimum amount necessary is moved

and only for the time required to complete rebalance trades.

 

It is important to note that WisdomTree instructs the transfer individually per asset

and ETP and follows its usual multi-layer security process for the transactions. All

trades are monitored and reviewed before being transferred back to the cold storage

wallet.

 

Most recent crypto basket rebalanceMost recent crypto basket rebalance

 

In advance of the May 2024 crypto basket rebalance, the Crypto Index Committee

identified the need to make changes to the building blocks of WisdomTree Physical Crypto

Market ETP (BLOC) and WisdomTree Physical Crypto Altcoins ETP (WALT). Specifically, they

decided to add Chainlink (LINK) and remove Cosmos (ATOM).

 

This decision was driven by Chainlink having large enough market cap for an extended

time period and being supported by the custodians, pricing providers, authorised

participants, and exchanges (SIX, Euronext, Xetra). Chainlink also met WisdomTree’s

inclusion criteria, outlined in the section above. Cosmos was removed primarily because

of its smaller market cap.

 

While there were no changes to holdings of WisdomTree Physical Crypto Mega Cap Equal Wei

ght ETP (MEGA), it also went through a rebalance as bitcoin and ether weights were

brought back to equal weight.

 

The slippage costs that the crypto basket ETPs experienced were very much in line with

WisdomTree’s expectations and past experience.

 

WisdomTree: an established ETP provider to access cryptocurrenciesWisdomTree: an established ETP provider to access cryptocurrencies

 

WisdomTree offers a curated range of eight physical crypto ETPs that have institutional-

grade structure and provide spot price exposure to single coins and diversified crypto

baskets. For further details. please see the WisdomTree Crypto ETP centre and WisdomTree

Crypto ETP Range.

Related BlogsRelated Blogs

+ What's Hot: The Institutionalisation of Cryptocurrencies - A New Era Unfolds
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https://wisdomtree.eu/~/link.aspx?_id=014FA22B6B5F48E3BD69DA8BFF09FAAB&_z=z
https://wisdomtree.eu/~/link.aspx?_id=DEDD98C6DF524A929E8B0D8CA1D9375A&_z=z
https://wisdomtree.eu/~/link.aspx?_id=6F70DACE794045DB9A338863FD439A2F&_z=z
https://wisdomtree.eu/-/media/67be23eaa3f1426da3c8046ab927d181.ashx
https://www.wisdomtree.eu/nb-no/blog/2024-01-22/the-institutionalisation-of-cryptocurrencies-a-new-era-unfolds


View the online version of this article here.
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IMPORTANT INFORMATIONIMPORTANT INFORMATION

Marketing communications issued in the European Economic Area (“EEA”): Marketing communications issued in the European Economic Area (“EEA”): This

document has been issued and approved by WisdomTree Ireland Limited, which is authorised

and regulated by the Central Bank of Ireland.

Marketing communications issued in jurisdictions outside of the EEA: Marketing communications issued in jurisdictions outside of the EEA: This

document has been issued and approved by WisdomTree UK Limited, which is authorised and

regulated by the United Kingdom Financial Conduct Authority.

WisdomTree Ireland Limited and WisdomTree UK Limited are each referred to as

“WisdomTree” (as applicable). Our Conflicts of Interest Policy and Inventory are

available on request.

For professional clients only. Past performance is not a reliable indicator ofFor professional clients only. Past performance is not a reliable indicator of

future performance. Any historical performance included in this document may befuture performance. Any historical performance included in this document may be

based on back testing. Back testing is the process of evaluating an investmentbased on back testing. Back testing is the process of evaluating an investment

strategy by applying it to historical data to simulate what the performance ofstrategy by applying it to historical data to simulate what the performance of

such strategy would have been. Back tested performance is purely hypotheticalsuch strategy would have been. Back tested performance is purely hypothetical

and is provided in this document solely for informational purposes. Back testedand is provided in this document solely for informational purposes. Back tested

data does not represent actual performance and should not be interpreted as andata does not represent actual performance and should not be interpreted as an

indication of actual or future performance. The value of any investment may beindication of actual or future performance. The value of any investment may be

affected by exchange rate movements. Any decision to invest should be based onaffected by exchange rate movements. Any decision to invest should be based on

the information contained in the appropriate prospectus and after seekingthe information contained in the appropriate prospectus and after seeking

independent investment, tax and legal advice. These products may not beindependent investment, tax and legal advice. These products may not be

available in your market or suitable for you. The content of this document doesavailable in your market or suitable for you. The content of this document does

not constitute investment advice nor an offer for sale nor a solicitation of annot constitute investment advice nor an offer for sale nor a solicitation of an

offer to buy any product or make any investment.offer to buy any product or make any investment.

An investment in exchange-traded products (“ETPs”) is dependent on the performance of

the underlying index, less costs, but it is not expected to match that performance

precisely. ETPs involve numerous risks including among others, general market risks

relating to the relevant underlying index, credit risks on the provider of index swaps

utilised in the ETP, exchange rate risks, interest rate risks, inflationary risks,

liquidity risks and legal and regulatory risks.

The information contained in this document is not, and under no circumstances is to be

construed as, an advertisement or any other step in furtherance of a public offering of

shares in the United States or any province or territory thereof, where none of the

issuers or their products are authorised or registered for distribution and where no

prospectus of any of the issuers has been filed with any securities commission or

regulatory authority. No document or information in this document should be taken,

transmitted or distributed (directly or indirectly) into the United States. None of the

issuers, nor any securities issued by them, have been or will be registered under the

United States Securities Act of 1933 or the Investment Company Act of 1940 or qualified

under any applicable state securities statutes.

This document may contain independent market commentary prepared by WisdomTree based on

publicly available information. Although WisdomTree endeavours to ensure the accuracy of

the content in this document, WisdomTree does not warrant or guarantee its accuracy or

correctness. Any third party data providers used to source the information in this

document make no warranties or representation of any kind relating to such data. Where

WisdomTree has expressed its own opinions related to product or market activity, these

views may change. Neither WisdomTree, nor any affiliate, nor any of their respective

officers, directors, partners, or employees accepts any liability whatsoever for any

direct or consequential loss arising from any use of this document or its contents.
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This document may contain forward looking statements including statements regarding our

belief or current expectations with regards to the performance of certain assets classes

and/or sectors. Forward looking statements are subject to certain risks, uncertainties

and assumptions. There can be no assurance that such statements will be accurate and

actual results could differ materially from those anticipated in such statements.

WisdomTree strongly recommends that you do not place undue reliance on these forward-

looking statements.

WisdomTree Issuer X LimitedWisdomTree Issuer X Limited

The products discussed in this document are issued by WisdomTree Issuer X Limited (the

“Issuer”). Investors should read the prospectus of the Issuer before investing and

should refer to the section of the prospectus entitled “Risk Factors” for further

details of risks associated with an investment in the securities offered by the Issuer.

Securities issued by the Issuer are direct, limited recourse obligations of the Issuer

alone and are not obligations of or guaranteed by any of Swissquote Bank Ltd

(“Swissquote”), Coinbase Custody Trust Company LLC (“Coinbase”), any of their affiliates

or anyone else or any of their affiliates. Each of Swissquote and Coinbase disclaims all

and any liability whether arising in tort, contract or otherwise which it might have in

respect of this document or its contents otherwise arising in connection herewith.

The product discussed in this document is an unregulated ETP, approved to tradeThe product discussed in this document is an unregulated ETP, approved to trade

on the SIX Swiss Exchange in Switzerland, Euronext Paris, Euronext Amsterdam andon the SIX Swiss Exchange in Switzerland, Euronext Paris, Euronext Amsterdam and

the Deutsche Börse Xetra in Germany. Cryptocurrencies are a high-risk investmentthe Deutsche Börse Xetra in Germany. Cryptocurrencies are a high-risk investment

and may not be suitable for all types of investor. Prospective investors shouldand may not be suitable for all types of investor. Prospective investors should

be aware that the price of the underlying asset(s) by which the securities arebe aware that the price of the underlying asset(s) by which the securities are

secured can demonstrate higher volatility than other asset classes andsecured can demonstrate higher volatility than other asset classes and

consequently the value of the securities may be extremely volatile. You mustconsequently the value of the securities may be extremely volatile. You must

ensure that the nature, complexity and risks associated with cryptocurrenciesensure that the nature, complexity and risks associated with cryptocurrencies

are suitable for your objectives in light of your circumstances and financialare suitable for your objectives in light of your circumstances and financial

position.position.

Crypto Baskets and Single Altcoin Products (Solana, Cardano, Polkadot)Crypto Baskets and Single Altcoin Products (Solana, Cardano, Polkadot)

CF BENCHMARKS LTD DATA IS USED UNDER LICENSE AS A SOURCE OF INFORMATION FOR CERTAIN

WISDOMTREE PRODUCTS. CF BENCHMARKS LTD, ITS LICENSORS AND AGENTS HAVE NO OTHER

CONNECTION TO WISDOMTREE PRODUCTS AND SERVICES AND DO NOT SPONSOR, ENDORSE, RECOMMEND OR

PROMOTE ANY WISDOMTREE PRODUCTS OR SERVICES. CF BENCHMARKS ITS LICENSORS AND AGENTS HAVE

NO OBLIGATION OR LIABILITY IN CONNECTION WITH THE WISDOMTREE PRODUCTS AND SERVICES. CF

BENCHMARKS ITS LICENSORS AND AGENTS DO NOT GUARANTEE THE ACCURACY AND/OR THE

COMPLETENESS OF ANY INDEX LICENSED TO WISDOMTREE AND SHALL NOT HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR

ANY ERRORS, OMISSIONS, OR INTERRUPTIONS THEREIN.

For Investors in SwitzerlandFor Investors in Switzerland

This document constitutes an advertisement of the financial product(s) mentioned herein.

In Switzerland, this communication is only targeted at Qualified Investors.

The prospectus and the key investor information documents (KID) are available from

WisdomTree’s website: https://www.wisdomtree.eu/en-ch/resource-library/prospectus-and-

regulatory-reports

For investors in MonacoFor investors in Monaco

This communication is only intended for duly registered banks and/or licensed portfolio
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management companies in Monaco. This communication must not be sent to the public in

Monaco.
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